
To research and to develop better functioning and stable systems is always on our top 
priority. From our experience, the function and stability are restricted by the quality of 
components.Thus, we develop our own components to increase the system reliability.  
We manufacture our own visual component, circuit component, data calculating component
,etc...  Due to our high efficient component, we develop the first color inspection system 
in the Asia.

In addition to low cost, we believe good capacity and efficiency are the only 
ways for enterprises to maintain a long term operation advantages. In view of this, we 
develop color inspection systems to helpour customers to increase their product efficiency
and quality and then to reduce their product costs by data generated from our systems. 
We truly wish that our systems can help more industries besides electronic material industry.

Only the continuous of Research and development will sustain the leadership in the industry. 
We believe our outstanding system will assist our customers to gain more competitive 
advantages.  And, we will continue to develop better systems to serve the best interests of 
our customers.
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SIPPIS system integrate defect inspection module, product classification module, defect
warning module, data table creation module, and internet transmission module into one 
comprehensive module. Everything you need can be found in this well functioning system.  
And, the system can be modified according to your demand.

SIPPIS’ instant and thorough inspection function will allow you to present good quality 
products without slowing down production speed.  The dilemma of slowing down the 
production speed for man -made inspection or producing unpredictable quality products 
will be history.

SIPPIS’ online warning function monitors the production-line circumstance. It will activate 
whenever it encounters unusual conditions happening during production.  This function 
will help you to decrease the amount of NG products, and then to lower the unnecessary 
productions cost and to maintain product quality.

SIPPIS’ immediate product statistic includes defect allocation diagram, 10 M defect statistics 
diagram, 100 M defect statistics diagram, defect amount, width variation, immediate defect 
image.  It will allow you to monitor the production-line quality.

SIPPIS embedded image processing system will provide you with stable and 
efficient inspection experience.

1 Quality Control

2 Image Monitoring

3 Defect inspection

4 Data analysis in Main station

5 Defect Warning 

6 Database  System 

Results gathered from Automatic Optical Inspection, AOI,
system can be used in Administrative, R&D, Production, 
and QC departments.

SIPPIS embedded image processing system analyzes all 
defect images and transfer to Main station.

Main station will compile statistic and classify defects.  And 
data will be transfer to Inquiry system.

Different sounds and lights present different kinds of defects 
(continuously or periodical).  All defects will be labeled via our 
labeler machine (optional).

Defects image are detected by CCD and transfer to SIPPIS
embedded image processing system

All defect data will be integrated and used to produce different
 reports.  All data will be saved for later usage.
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Database System

SIPPIS’ Inquiry system is Open Database Management System; users can remotely operate 
the system without many confused steps.It can integrate data from different production lines, 
provide information needed for Quality Control management, assist enterprise to establish a 
comprehensive AOI Database management, reduce labor cost, and implement Quality Control 
Management concepts.
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Time efficiency is the critical factor in the competitive business environment. Thus, we, Jyejiang, 
devote to develop the latest and efficient technologies for our customers to ward automation 
industrial structure.  

We also provide our customer a comprehensive service; all inquiries from our customers will be 
answered immediately.  This is our company motto, and our promise to our customers.

In addition to provide fast and comprehensive service, our goal is to help our customers to find 
better production procedures by the data gathered from our systems. Our services begin with 
on-site planning and installing, employee training to advices on better production procedures. 
Several world-wide enterprises are already our customers for our inspection systems.

Application on relevant production line

Customized Product Professional Service
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